
Nitriles in perfumery
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‘111(, nitrilc> fhnction has hcen, studied and IWCCI
hy organic chemists for q)tite some time hut it
has not been generally recognized until rt:la-
tively K:celltly that this class {If materi;ds may
h~~ve wide utility iu fragrwcws. A monograph
pllblishcd in 1949 which deals with synthetic
per fhmes refers to only one fragrance chemical
umttaining the nitrile gn>up, musk ~Ycinide (I)
(see fig, l).l This product, to our knowledge, is
nonexistent in modem perkmery and may irv
dwd never have bwn uwcl to a17y significant
extent in form{datiun work. A more recent sur-
vc:y on aroma synthetics suggests that a variety

1 has been introduced to pc.r-01 nitrile chcmica s
fllmers over the ye>ms.z Hmvcver, very few of
those shown prior to the early sixties are evident
in perftlmc,ry today. Myristic nitrile (2), report-
edly was first suggested f{~r perfhmcry use in
1!)44.3 This synthetic, decanon itrile (3), and
dodcwylnitrilc (4) are the only products now
commercially a“aila}>le which were used in
perf{mw compositions in this earlier CM,

Nitriles vs. aldehydes

An inspecticm of the patent literature shows
that interest in the use of “itriles as perfhmery
ingredients has greatly increased within the past
decade. That interest hits apparently been
}x]lstered by the SUCC~SS uf 1 commercial intrm
dlbction of geranon itrile (5) and cinnamon itrile
(6) as alternatives to the widely used aldehyde
~clL1l,t(. rl),lfis.4 ,[,l,e bar graph i[l figurt, 1 shows

the isslmlc(: of patents cwvcring distinctly dif-
ferent chvlr)ic;tl typfs from 1962 through
l$J78.~~, The circled 1964 pat{nt was issued to
S(mlm{,rvill~ :uI(I Sh,lstc,r; it covered pcrf,,mery
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claims for gcranonitrile and vinnamonitrilc,6
There arc several reasons why nitriles have

been found usefhl as perfi,],e~ components, in-
cluding their analogy in odor to the corre-
sponding aldehydes and their much greater st.L-
hility. A comparison of the odor for geranonit rile
and cinnamon itrilc with the related citral and
cinnamaldebyde is displayed in figure Z.4 In
these cases the odor of the nitrile (conveys the
generic odor impression of the tddehyde h{lt is
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considerably more pungent, and often has an
oily, heavy, metallic character relative to the al.
dehyde.

‘,:+

Aldehydes are susceptible to a variety of
chemical reactions which reduce their odor pm
tency, such as a strong tendency to oxidize and
polymerize. The greater stability of nitriles has
made them especially useful in perfumes
employed in a wide vmicty of household and
consumer products such as soaps, detergents,
cleaners, and persona] care products in which
the fragrance oi 1 can be subjected to rather harsh
environments. A summary of the advantages of
nitriles is given in figure 3,

Safety considerations

The lowered chemical reactivity of “itriles in
comparisnu with tddehydes, especially unsatu-
mtcd aldehydes, has further importance in the
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potential for providing safer perfume formula-
tions. Table I shows a comparison of toxicity
tests conducted as recommended by the Re-
search Institute ftm Fra,qrance Materials (RIFM).
The oral LD,O values (rats) and the dermal LD,O
values (rabbits) do not show any large toxicity
differences between the nitriles imd aldehydes.
The sensitization (Kligman) tests, however, do
demonstrate potential advantages in “sing these
particular nitriles where relatively dilute so-
lutions of some aldehydes can be sensitizing.

The reduced sensitizing activity of the nitrile
function appears to result from its lowered
chemical reactivity, especially with pmteinw
cams materials in the body, At PFW we have
submitted a number of nitrile aroma chemicals
for the same tests now used by RIFM and found
them generally to have an LDEO of 3g/kg or
greater and to give no sensitization reactions.

Structure types

A wan of selected structural types found in
the patent literature, along with odor descrip-
tions, is displayed in figure 4. A vmiety of ni-
triles have been made available commercially
for perfumery use. The products and current
suppliers are shown in figure 5. Citrus-fresh type

,J

,,,,,,,, 7 .=
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odors predominate in this group.

Synthesis routes

There is a continual challenge for aroma
chemists to devise simple, inexpensive, non-
polluting processes via readily available and
nonhazardous raw materials, especially at this
time of heightened concern for our environment,
The synthesis of perfume chemicals has been
the subject of study for almost 150 years.sO The
criteria for today’s aroma chemist in providing
perftlme materials alternative or supplementary
to the 5,000 or so products already available to
the working perfumer are quite stringent when
one attempts to provide novelty, utility, com-
mercial advantage, and safety :simultaneously.
To compete as an effective addition to the per-
fumer’s palette, a chemical should have a high
odor impact in use, provide a “niq”e odor effect
or function (such as additional stability), have a
relatively low cost-in-use, and be derived by a
simple, inexpensive chemical process,

In the aroma chemical industry today m.w-
ufacturing facilities fir specialty chemicals are
typically designed for multipurpose batcb
operations+ quipment is used for producing a
variety of products rather than just one com-

,.<, ,<1:..,
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Figure 4 ~

nmdity. This is due to the diversity of products
reqllirecf in armna compositions, along with the
small-volume nahms of’ the majority of’ chemicals
used. This restricts the type of chemistry which
is feasible for introduction into a typical marl -
llfacturing facility.

Figure 6 shows some common reactions for
synthesizing nitriles. Route I is simple and
~acile whe,l emPIoywf in the lab. However, it
would pose severe problems if brought into a
multipurpose plant. This is due to the hazardous
nahme of KCN, the extraordinary manufacturing
precuuticms necwssaw for handling, and the cost
of waste control and removal. Route II outlines
one. specific example of a general mute to ni-
triles called amnmxidation. s’ Although suitable
for a large volume operation typical of those run
in the petroleum industry, this mute requires
highly instrumented 1 specialty equipment. Un-
less the volume of manllfiacture with such a pro-
cess is very high, one cannot expect t{] make the
products cheaply due to the low conversions and
rcsldting high recycle rates. In addition, this
procvss is not amemxhle to having other func-
tional gmi[ps in the molecule and the final
prodlwt may be difficult to separate from a mul-
tiplicity of trace components which would be an
ohstwle to obtaining high odor quality. Routes
111 and IV, although requiring more expensive
starting materials, pmvidc the advantages of
suitability for any hatch size and ready adapt:i-
hility to a multipurpose plant. Indeed, many of
the commercial products shown in figlue 5 are
manufactured by either one of these b+st t~<)
mutes.

The cyanowetic aci c1 synthesis, mute V, suf-
fers from the di sadvantagc that the acid starting
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material is expensive and in adldition, tbe yields
reported for this route arc quit,e IOW,32 Upon in-
vestigating methods for synthesizing the re-
sulting conjugated nitriles less expensively, we
discovered route VI where acetonitrile is con-
densed directly with methyl Imptenone in the
presence of alkali and alkali earth hydroxides. ”
In this process, byproduct water is trapped by
reaching with an additional mole of acetonitrile,
which aids in driving the reaction to completion.
Only the conjugated isomers are produced in
this method, while with the cyanrmcetic acid
synthesis, a mixture of conjugated and noncorl-
jugated isomers result.

In a further extension of this latter synthesis,
we found it possible to condense higher alkyl
nitriles with ketones as shown in route VII, thus
greatly expanding the variety of odor types
available for evaluation as potential perfhme im
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gre C{icnts, ZOIt would be very difficult to obtain
these skelt:tal types in a practical f’ashit~”
through alternative synthetic routes. This class
of alpha- disdkyl substituted n itrile was found to
be more stable to degradation by heat, light, and
hydrolytic processes than tbe corresponding
alpha hydrogen suhstitutc+d nitri le.

Anomalous odor effects

We have made tbe point that nitrilcs f’rc!-
qtlently have odors analogous to the coru -
sponding aldehyd es. This comparison holds up
well in the case of benzo nitrile (7), In contrast.
while investigating tbe odors of a series of hem
zenoid nitriles workers at Nawdeu fbund quite a
different situation with highly purified products
(8,9) corresponding respectively to heli?tropine,
a powcrfu] and widely use, d floral fragrance
chemical, and vani]lin, well known for its stnmg
“anllla Slavor,ls ‘~bese nitriles were observed to
be virtually odorless. In addition, p-
methoxyben zonitrilc (lo), which is covered iu
the Naarden patent claims, did not bane the
predominant anise note found with the come-
sponding aldehy de, but was haylikc with very
little anisic character, making it a good potential

. ‘J ! ,,{

1,
l’. “

‘.4:

coumarin sllbstitute. There seems to bc no good
explanation for these nitriles having s{wb a wide
variance from odor type of the aldeby de, given
the rigid geometry and the similarities of
molecular shape, polarity, and volatility with the
corresponding aldehydes. Some subtle effects

‘,

,,
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seem to be in play which have not yet been ad-
dressed by current odor theories.

A similar phenomenon arose in other work in-
volving a series of’ nitrile-substituted indanes
and tetralines modeled after a series of CWmmer.
~ial keto m“sks,zz These keto musks exhibit odor
strengths in the order shown in figure 7,3? The
nitriles surprisingly showed a reversal in odor
strength in that Phantolid nitrile had the
strongest odor, even stronger than Tomdid (the
strongest keto musk), and Celestolide nitrile ex-
hibited no odor at all.

Conclusion

The secure position that nitriles currently
hold on the perfumer’s palette can only be
strengthened by continued activity in the syn-
thesis and utilization of this most interesting
class of aroma chemical.
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